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If you’re a Soldier working in a motor pool, you may have relied on field service
representatives (FSRs) from original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to do repairs, give 
sustainment support and provide repair parts for your unit’s equipment over the past decade.
 Now as military budgets shrink and with an Army-mandated reduction in FSRs, you may 
need to tackle the maintenance challenges of your equipment.
 You do have allies: Logistics Assistance Representatives (LARs). LARs are familiar faces in 
the field. While they don’t supply parts and labor like FSRs or OEMs do, they’ve been sup-
porting Soldiers like you for years and their mission hasn’t changed. 
 As the official link between Soldiers and AMC’s life cycle management commands 
(LCMCs), LARs troubleshoot, teach and train units how to solve complex maintenance and 
supply problems. 
 So when a hurdle pops up, remember you’ve got a hotline to real help. Call your LAR. See 
our article about the TACOM LAR helpline at:  

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2016/759/759-14-15.pdf
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STE and STE-ICE/R

AN/PSM-80 V1
AN/PSM-80 V2
AN/PSM-80 V3
AN/PSM-95 SPORT 
Electrical System Test Set
(DMM/Black Ice)
AN/PSM-95B MSD
Sport Ice

Test Set

4910-00-124-2554 or
4910-01-222-6589
6625-01-352-7233
6625-01-352-3060
6625-01-352-7234
6625-01-445-0085

6625-01-498-9881

6625-01-493-8984
6625-01-447-1807

NSN

Test Sets…

Mechanics, the following test sets 
are obsolete, so turn them in ASAP! 

if you don’t, you might not 
be able to get the newer 

maintenance support device-
version 3 (MSD-V3) hardware.

wh-What’s 
the hurry, 

pal?

Checking to see 
if I have any test 
sets that need 

turning in!

• Get ‘em Turned in!

• Start Up And Shut Down

By the Book
• Check Before Disposing

of Gun Tubes!

• Sitting Solutions

• Just Say Nay to GAA!

• Powerful PM for the 

Powerful M242
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Turn in these tests sets to your local DLA Disposition Services (formerly 

DRMO) so they can be removed from the Army’s inventory.

Download the letter of instruction (LOI) from the MSD homepage: 
https://msd.us.army.mil

https://msd.us.army.mil
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Crewmen, the start-up and 
shutdown procedures for your 
M1A1 and M1A2 SEPv2 tanks are 

almost as complicated as those 
for an F16 fighter jet! 

Maybe that shouldn’t be 
surprising, since both tank and jet 

are powered by a turbine engine.

Mixed in with those steps, you’ll 
see a laundry list of notes, 

cautions, and warnings. Don’t be 
tempted to skim over them! 

Each and every one is important 
and ignoring them can shorten the 

life of your very expensive 
turbine engine.

With the turbine engine and its 
complex electronics, there’s a 
lot that can go wrong if you 

don’t perform all of the start-
up and shutdown steps in the 

proper sequence.

You can also damage 
components like the starter, 
generator, batteries, hull 

power distribution unit (HPDU) 
and Force XXI Battle Command  

Brigade-and-Below (FBCB2).

before disposing of an M1-series tank cannon tube, check first to see if the tube has 
fired depleted uranium (DU) rounds. Worn-out gun tubes are contaminated if they 
have any DU residue on their interior surfaces.  
 A check of the electronic gun card data will tell you if the tube has fired any DU 
rounds. You’ll find the data at: https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/guncard/index.cfm
 Don’t dispose of any contaminated gun tubes until they’ve been screened by your 
local radiation safety officer (LRSO) using the proper radiation detection equipment. 
Coordinate with your LRSO on how to turn in contaminated tubes. 
 Questions? Contact the gun tube item manager at DSN 786-2500.

Here are some easy-reference charts on where to find each one:

Check Before
Disposing of
Gun Tubes!

M1A1, M1A2 SEPv2 Tanks…

Start Up And Shut Down
By the Book

M1-Series Tanks…

Check Before
Disposing of
Gun Tubes!

Normal start
Aborted start
Cold weather start
Slave start
Engine shutdown

M1A2 SEPv2 Tank
TM 9-2350-388-10-1 (Apr 16)
TM 9-2350-388-10-3 (Apr 16)

WP 0065 (Vol 1)
WP 0066 (Vol 1)
WP 0349 (Vol 3)
WP 0366 (Vol 3)
WP 0089 (Vol 1)

Normal start
Aborted start
Cold weather start
Slave start
Engine shutdown

M1A1 Tank
TM 9-2350-264-10-1 (Sep 11, w/Ch 3, Jan 15)
TM 9-2350-264-10-2 (Sep 11, w/Ch 3, Jan 15)

WP 0065 (Vol 1)
WP 0066 (Vol 1)
WP 0284 (Vol 2)
WP 0303 (Vol 2)
WP 0086 (Vol 1)

Your 
gun tube 
is worn 
out so 

I’m gonna 
ditch it, 

pal.

I’ve BEen 
firiNG DU 
Rounds.

it’s not 
that easy!

Following proper
start up and shut 
down procedures…

 …protects sensitive electronic components 
like the FBCB2 from damage

And if all that isn’t complicated 
enough, the start-up procedures are 
different depending on the conditions: 
normal, cold weather, aborted starts, 

and slave starts.

operator’s manuals are part of 
the tank’s BII. Make sure your tank 
has a copy and familiarize yourself 

with the start-up and shutdown 
procedures and foLlow tHem.

Don’t be 
in too big a 
hurry. Take 
the time to 
start my 
engine the 
right way!

Let’S get Going. 
we have a miSsion 

today.
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Dear Editor,
 In many M1 tank units, tanks often sit for long periods without
much attention. The biggest problem that results is battery drain. 
 Even with all the tank’s components turned off, over time the batteries drain. 
If they go too long without being charged, they can become so weak that they 
can’t be charged. If all the batteries have to be replaced, that’s a $2,000 bill.
 The best way to plug battery drain is 
to run your M1 weekly at high idle until the 
batteries are fully charged. But if you know 
that’s not going to be possible, disconnect 
the batteries from the main buss terminals. 
 For the M1A2 SEPv2, disconnect the 
negative 2W199, the negative 2W172 (if 
the tank’s equipped with a rear NATO 
slave receptacle) and the auxiliary battery 
negative 2W148-7. Then disconnect positive 
cables 2W213-8 and 2W150-7. 
 For the M1A1SA, disconnect negative cables 2W199 and 2W172 (if the tank’s 
equipped with an external NATO connector). That ensures batteries won’t drain 
and it takes just minutes to reconnect them.
 Finally, crews need to remember to check the replenisher for the gun tube. If 
it gets low on FRH, the gun could fire rough or even come out of battery. The 
gun needs to be at maximum elevation for the check. And no shortcuts if you 
need to add FRH. Pages 8-9 in PS 745 (Dec 14) had a good article on adding FRH 
to the replenisher and bleeding the recoil system.

SGT John Vance
Ft Stewart, GA

Other sizes available are:

Order a 14-oz tube of 
WTR that works great 
with a grease gun with
NSN 9150-00-944-8953.

8 ounces
1 pound
5 pounds
35 pounds

NSN 9150-

00-181-7724
00-944-8953
00-145-0268
00-935-5851

Size

Sitting
Solutions

M1-Series Tanks…

Sitting
Solutions

M1-Series Tanks…

just Say Nay to GAA!

That’s because GAA isn’t strong 
enough to handle the high heat 
during operations. in fact, using 

the wrong grease can damage 
your tank.

Editor’s note: Excellent points, Sergeant! You can ind the PS 745 article at: 
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2014/745/745-08-09.pdf

Use WTR instead of GAA when lubing

time
FOR Some 
Grease!

I hOpe 
that’S 
WtR!

Tank going
to sit? Disconnect
negative battery cables

HeRe arE
tWo tipS frOM 
Ft StEWart to 
Help YoUr M1s 

stAY ready for 
aCtiON even iF 
theY’ve bEen 
siTtinG for 

WEeKs.

Would you 
believe that some 
crewmembers are 
still using GAA 
instead of WTR 

on their M1-series 
tanks?

The only grease authorized 
by LO 9-2350-388-13 and
LO 9-2350-264-13 for the 

track adjusting links, turret 
race rings and other lube 

points is WTR.

that’s a

tErRible
idea!
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Dear Editor,
 In our work taking care of the Bradleys at Ft Bliss, we’ve come up with a few 
tips to keep the M242 gun powerful:

 Once the drive shaft handle is 
locked in place, the feeder handle 
should lock easily in the down position. 
If it doesn’t, don’t force it. That’ll 
damage the 14-pin connector. Get 
your repairman to check it out.

 Careful with the 
feeder’s 14-pin connector. 
That connector gets 
damaged more than any 
other part on the gun. When 
you install the feeder, make 
sure it’s correctly aligned 
on the receiver before you 
push up the lower straight 
drive shaft. If the shaft 
doesn’t want to go up, the 
feeder isn’t positioned right. 
Reposition it and try again. 

 Lube with GMD. CLP isn’t nearly strong enough for the M242—it needs 
GMD. The barrel is the only component that takes CLP. Use GMD to lube 
inside the locking lugs and the barrel support bearings and then CLP on the 
rest of the barrel.

 Keep track of rounds fired on a DA Form 2408-4 card, Weapons 
Record Data. That’s the only way to ensure parts are replaced when they 
should be. Update the card every time the M242 is fired. Make a new card 
when the old one is full. Keep the old card 90 days or until the new card
is full.

 When you remove the feeder, 
put its handle in the down position 
before you lay it on the ground. 
That protects the 14-pin connector.

 Usually, the master gunner is the best one to keep track of rounds fired. 
He can collect the cards and store them after every firing.
 There is no need to send in the information to TACOM like you 
do for howitzers and mortars.
 When you make the switch from the old M242 to the 
enhanced version, that needs to be noted both on your 
property book and the 2408-4. 

 CW2 Mike Gulsby
 Ft Bliss, TX

Powerful PM for
the Powerful M242

M2/M3-Series Bradley…

Powerful PM for
the Powerful M242

Put feeder handle down
before putting feeder on ground

here are 
some POWerfUl 

M242 TipS 
from Ft BLiSs!

stoP riGHt there! 
I’m gonna nEed 

GMD. My BARrEL is 
the ONlY place CLP 

is GoOd for.

HmMm… that was 
50 ROUnds todAy. 
I’m GonNa makE A 

NOTE of That.

If drive shaft handle 
won’t go up, reposition 
feeder and try again
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f you’ve just come back from the field, you’ve probably been through a lot of dirt, 
sand and mud. That means it’s time to service your HMMWV’s air cleaner dust boot.
 Dust boot, you ask? What dust boot?
 Seems a lot of drivers don’t know what the dust boot is, let alone where it’s located. 
But the dust boot allows you to remove all the dirt, sand and water that collects at 
the bottom of the air cleaner canister. If too much of that stuff builds up, the filter 
element gets clogged and air flow to the engine is cut off.
 You’ll find the boot under the air cleaner in the wheel well. It’s behind a metal 
cover that’s designed to protect the air cleaner from road debris. But since it also 
hides the dust boot, lots of drivers forget it.
 Just remove the screws holding the cover in place. Then give the boot a good 
squeeze and watch the gunk pour out! Four screws hold the cover in place for the 
M1113 and M1151A0-series vehicles. Only two screws are used for M1151A1-series 
vehicles with armor installed.

HMMWVs…

Remove metal cover…

…then squeeze dust boot to 
remove dirt, sand and water

After a hard 
day’s work in 
dirt and sand, 

your HMMWV’s air 
cleaner canister 
needs cleaning!

Ahhh! 
That feels 

better! 
I can 

breathe 
again!•	 Give Dust the Boot!

•	 The A-B-Cs of Battery Hookup!•	 Replace Snapped Shear Pins
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Sometimes you’ll 
see a red cap, 
paint or tab 

associated with the 
positive terminal. 
Occasionally, the 

positive cable itself 
will be red.

But the negative 
post/cable will 

ALWAYS be black.

That mistake 
alone can add up 
to several hundred 

bucks!

So
how come 

some 
Soldiers 
hook up 

their 
batteries

wrong 

So remember, when 
a battery’s been 

disconnected, put 
the cables back on 

right.

it’s also a good 
idea to remember 
that negative (-) 

connects last during 
hookup.

Then stick the decal some-
where close by where it can 
be easily spotted by anyone 
working on the batteries.

speaking of fried electrical components, Take
a GOod lOok at your vehicle’s alternator.

You can blow the 
guts out of it with 
the wrong battery 

hookup!

CAUTION
BOOSTER-BATTERY NEG (-) CABLE 
MUST GO TO NEG (-). POS (+) TO 
POS (+). DISCONNECT BATTERY 

CABLES BEFORE USING CHARGER

For automotive 
batteries with upright 

posts, the positive 
post will be slightly 
larger in diameter 
than the negative 
post. That way, 

the negative clamp 
won’t slide onto the 
positive post unless 

you force it.

The A-B-Cs
of Battery

Hookup!

Vehicle Batteries…

The A-B-Cs
of Battery

Hookup!
C’mon! it’s 
as easy as 

hooking up my 
batteries!

…and 
the least 
of your 

troubles 
will be dead 
batteries.

your 
VEhicle’s 

elEctrical 
COMPonents 

Can Get 
FriEd, tOo!

that Seems 
simple but 
goof up
on this 

procedure…

The square 
peg fits in the 

square hole and 
the round peg in 
the round hole.

Positive (+) 
goes to 

positive (+) 
and

negative (-) 
goes to 

negative (-). 

simple enough, 
right?

after
all…

…the right 
way is just 
as simple 

as pegs and 
holes.

Everybody needs a reminder now and again, so why 
not order a special decal, NSN 7690-00-912-3504, to 
stick on or inside the battery box? The decal spellS 
out the proper hookup for the battery terminals.

Wow! that was actually 
easier than the pegs and 

holes thing!

tOld 
yA!

Place the 
decal in, on 
or near your 
battery box!

Positive terminal may be tagged red while negative terminal is always black
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if those locks aren’t disengaged before 
raising the E-CHU from its stowed position, 
a shear pin inside each lock is designed to 

That prevents any damage to the E-CHU.

PLS and HEMTT trucks
equipped with enhanced 

container handling units (E-CHU)
with serial numbers 1422

and above have redesigned 
lower storage locks.

•	 Repair, Don’t Replace, 
Precleaner!

•	 The Real Wheel Rim 
Difference

•	 A/C Filter Keeps Cool 
Air Flowing

M1075/A1 PLS & M1120A2/A4 HEMTT LHS with E-CHU…

CONSTRUCTION

Shear pin
Locknut
Washer

Item

5305‐01‐549‐2458
5310-01-457-3244
5310‐00‐765‐3197

NSN Of course 
it’s best 
to never 
shear 

those pins 
in the first 
place. so…

Replace a 
missing or 

damaged pin 
with these 

NSNs:

it’s up to

you
to replace 

those 
broken 

shear pins 
when they 

snap.

So check 
for broken 
or missing 
shear pins

before
each day’s 

run.

Uh-oh! Sounds like one of 
my lower storage lock pins 

just gave up the ghost!

Not to worry, 
pal! I’ve got the 
NSNs to order a 

new one!
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•	 The ATLAS uses a split-rim w/ring while 
the ATLAS II has a bolted two-piece rim.

•	 The wheel studs and holes on the ATLAS 
II are smaller than those on the ATLAS. 
Installing the ATLAS rim, with its larger 
stud holes, on the ATLAS II allows the lug 
nuts to come loose during operation.

•	 ATLAS rims have not been tested for 
use on the ATLAS II.

You’ll find the vehicle’s 
data plate on the inside of 

the frame tilt cylinder.

Sure, the ATLAS rims will fit 
on an ATLAS II, but there are 
specific  design differences 

between the two. 

Repairing the precleaner will 
save you a lot of bucks over 
the cost of a new precleaner.

Item 1 of Fig 22 in TM 5-3805-298-24P (Mar 13) lists the 924H wheel loader’s precleaner, 
NSN 2940-01-068-7108. Replacing it will cost you a bit more than $107.
 But what if it’s the	cover or body that’s broken? Seems a shame to pay that much when 
only part of the precleaner is damaged.

Make a note until the parts 
are added to the TM.

ATLAS rims 
are labeled
PN 6615933.

ATLAS II rims
are marked with PN 4520677 or 

53-4758-00.

Cost

Access cover
Precleaner body

Item

5340-00-103-8902
2940-00-876-2181

$17.56
$19.65

NSN

924H Wheel Loader… ATLAS II Forklifts…

 Real 

The differences 
are subtle, so 

pay attention to 
the part number 
stamped on the 

rims.

Bottom line: 
Use only the 

rims designed 
for your 
forklift.

Look to the 
serial number if 
you’re unsure of 
which forklift 

you have.

ATLAS
serial 

numbers 
begin with 

10KA.

ATLAS II 
serial 

numbers 
begin with 

10KB.

Those differences affect
the usability of the wheel 

and tire assembly:

When it comes to wheel rims for the ATLAS II 
forklift, there’s only one to use: NSN 2530-01-

572-2264. it’s shown as Item 5 in Fig 122 of
TM 10-3930-677-23&P in IETM EM 0359 (Aug 16).

Do not use the
ATLAS wheel rim, 

NSN 2530-01-446-1084,
as a substitute.

Do you have the right 
tire and wheel assembly 

on your ATLAS II?

Now you can replace those 
precleaner parts:

Order parts 
to repair 
precleaner

Darn it! Your 
precleaner 

broke. There 
goes another 

hundred bucks!

Don’t 
worry, 
pal! My 

precleaner 
can be 

repaired 
now!
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Operators, the Husky’s air conditioning filter 
is a simple check. it’s right in front of you when 

you sit inside the vehicle’s cab!

Problem is, not enough of you are checking it!

A clean filter means a 
good flow of cool, clean 
air inside the cab. And who 

doesn’t want that on a 
hot work day?

For a very dirty 
filter, Wear gloves 
and a face shield 

or goggles and use 
low-pressure air, 

30 psi or less, 
to clean it. 

Clean the filter 
more often when 

operating in dusty 
areas.

Don’t 
wash the 
filter.

Water will 
ruin it!

Replace a torn or damaged filter with NSN 2945-01-572-7345.

Give the 
filter a tap 
with your 
hand to 

loosen dust 
and sand.

MK III VMMD Husky…

A/C Filter Keeps Cool Air Flowing

Check for torn or dirty filter

I can’t see a 
thing! What’s 
going on?

Maybe
you shoulda 

cleaned my cab 
A/C filter!

Unscrew the
tab screws 

holding 
the filter’s 
bracket in 

place. 
Then pull 
the filter 

out to see if 
it’s dirty.

•	 Get the Right Boots for Aviation
•	 Keep SATS Wheels Rolling
•	 Get MEDEVAC News
•	 Chinook Questions?
•	 ASE Needed for Deployment
•	 Apache Hellfire Rack Stockpiles

KOFF!
 KOFF!
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2N
2R
2W
2XW
2.5N
2.5R
2.5W
2.5XW
3N
3R
3W
3XW
3.5N
3.5R
3.5W
3.5XW
4N
4R
4W
4XW
4.5N
4.5R
4.5W
4.5XW
5N
5R
5W
5XW
5.5N
5.5R
5.5W
5.5XW
6N
6R
6W
6XW
6.5N
6.5R
6.5W
6.5XW
7N
7R
7W
7XW
7.5N
7.5R
7.5W
7.5XW
8N
8R
8W
8XW
8.5N
8.5R
8.5W
8.5XW
9N
9R
9W
9XW
9.5N
9.5R
9.5W
9.5XW
10N
10R
10W
10WX
10.5N
10.5R
10.5W
10.5XW
11N
11R
11W
11XW
11.5N
11.5R
11.5W
11.5XW
12N
12R
12W
12XW
12.5N
12.5R
12.5W
12.5XW
13N
13R
13W
13XW
13.5N
13.5R
13.5W
13.5XW
14N
14R
14W
14XW
14.5N
14.5R
14.5W
14.5XW
15N
15R
15W
15XW
15.5N
15.5R
15.5W
15.5XW
16N
16R
16W
16XW

Size

01-632-2412
01-632-2430
01-632-2435
01-632-2442
01-632-2448
01-632-2450
01-632-2453
01-632-2456
01-632-2460
01-632-2455
01-632-2463
01-632-2468
01-632-2473
01-632-2479
01-632-2482
01-632-2487
01-632-2489
01-632-2492
01-632-2495
01-632-2500
01-632-2501
01-632-2504
01-632-2507
01-632-2510
01-632-2513
01-632-2516
01-632-2518
01-632-2519
01-632-2521
01-632-2523
01-632-4951
01-632-4950
01-632-4954
01-632-4958
01-632-4957
01-632-4955
01-632-5308
01-632-5309
01-632-5311
01-632-5317
01-632-5320
01-632-5324
01-632-5331
01-632-5332
01-632-5348
01-632-5343
01-632-5340
01-632-5338
01-632-5350
01-632-5351
01-632-5407
01-632-5564
01-632-5526
01-632-5530
01-632-5559
01-632-5560
01-632-5566
01-632-5642
01-632-5738
01-632-5740
01-632-5879
01-632-5882
01-632-5893
01-632-5726
01-632-5894
01-632-5898
01-632-5902
01-632-5903
01-632-5907
01-632-5908
01-632-5910
01-632-5911
01-632-6259
01-632-6262
01-632-6272
01-632-6273
01-632-6285
01-632-6369
01-632-6365
01-632-6374
01-632-6375
01-632-6377
01-632-6370
01-632-6366
01-632-6376
01-632-6378
01-632-6379
01-632-6381
01-632-6383
01-632-6612
01-632-6384
01-632-6645
01-632-6652
01-632-6614
01-632-6607
01-632-6382
01-632-6615
01-632-6636
01-632-6638
01-632-6641
01-632-6643
01-632-6644
01-632-6655
01-632-6657
01-632-6762
01-632-6653
01-632-6667
01-632-6763
01-632-6662
01-632-6765
01-632-6771
01-632-6770
01-632-6768
01-632-6775
01-632-6774
01-632-6776

NSN 8430-

11.5N
11.5R
11.5W
11.5XW
12N
12R
12W
12XW
12.5N
12.5R
12.5W
12.5XW
13N
13R
13W
13XW
13.5N
13.5R
13.5W
13.5XW
14N
14R
14W
14XW
14.5N
14.5R
14.5W
14.5XW
15N
15R
15W
15XW
15.5N
15.5R
15.5W
15.5XW
16N
16R
16W
16XW

Size

01-632-6285
01-632-6369
01-632-6365
01-632-6374
01-632-6375
01-632-6377
01-632-6370
01-632-6366
01-632-6376
01-632-6378
01-632-6379
01-632-6381
01-632-6383
01-632-6612
01-632-6384
01-632-6645
01-632-6652
01-632-6614
01-632-6607
01-632-6382
01-632-6615
01-632-6636
01-632-6638
01-632-6641
01-632-6643
01-632-6644
01-632-6655
01-632-6657
01-632-6762
01-632-6653
01-632-6667
01-632-6763
01-632-6662
01-632-6765
01-632-6771
01-632-6770
01-632-6768
01-632-6775
01-632-6774
01-632-6776

NSN 8430-

6.5R
6W
6XW
6.5XW
7N
7R
7W
7XW
7.5N
7.5R
7.5W
7.5XW
8N
8R
8W
8XW
8.5N
8.5R
8.5W
8.5XW
9N
9R
9W
9XW
9.5N
9.5R
9.5W
9.5XW
10N
10R
10W
10WX
10.5N
10.5R
10.5W
10.5XW
11N
11R
11W
11XW
11.5N
11.5R
11.5W
11.5XW
12N
12R
12W
12XW
12.5N
12.5R
12.5W
12.5XW
13N
13R
13W
13XW
13.5N
13.5R
13.5W
13.5XW
14N
14R
14W
14XW
14.5N
14.5R
14.5W
14.5XW
15N
15R
15W
15XW
15.5N
15.5R
15.5W
15.5XW
16N
16R
16W
16XW

Size

01-632-5309
01-632-5311
01-632-5317
01-632-5317
01-632-5320
01-632-5324
01-632-5331
01-632-5332
01-632-5348
01-632-5343
01-632-5340
01-632-5338
01-632-5350
01-632-5351
01-632-5407
01-632-5564
01-632-5526
01-632-5530
01-632-5559
01-632-5560
01-632-5566
01-632-5642
01-632-5738
01-632-5740
01-632-5879
01-632-5882
01-632-5893
01-632-5726
01-632-5894
01-632-5898
01-632-5902
01-632-5903
01-632-5907
01-632-5908
01-632-5910
01-632-5911
01-632-6259
01-632-6262
01-632-6272
01-632-6273
01-632-6285
01-632-6369
01-632-6365
01-632-6374
01-632-6375
01-632-6377
01-632-6370
01-632-6366
01-632-6376
01-632-6378
01-632-6379
01-632-6381
01-632-6383
01-632-6612
01-632-6384
01-632-6645
01-632-6652
01-632-6614
01-632-6607
01-632-6382
01-632-6615
01-632-6636
01-632-6638
01-632-6641
01-632-6643
01-632-6644
01-632-6655
01-632-6657
01-632-6762
01-632-6653
01-632-6667
01-632-6763
01-632-6662
01-632-6765
01-632-6771
01-632-6770
01-632-6768
01-632-6775
01-632-6774
01-632-6776

NSN 8430-

Keep this 
list handy 
to order 

the coyote 
temperate 
weather 

Army 
combat 
boots.

Aviation General… Use these NSNs 

to get the size 

you need:

When it’s time for new 
boots, some aviators are 
ordering the standard 

issue Coyote hot weather 
Army combat boot.

But it’s
not authorized 
for aviation.

instead, order the 
Coyote temperate weather 

Army combat boot!

Jones, are 
those the new 

boots you 
ordered?

Yeah! the 
hot weather 

ones!

Yeah, but you were 
supposed to get the Coyote 
temperate weather boots. 

Like mine!
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Turns out, the wheels are 
being installed incorrectly 

onto the front axle hub.

22PS 777 AUG 17

What it doesn’t say is that the 
front wheels should be installed 
with the shallow side against the hub 
when placing wheel on the studs.

To allow for even wear, the 
AGSE headshed recommends 

that the rear wheel 
assembly be positioned 

with the deeper side of the 
wheel against the hub. Those 
wheels don’t turn laterally 
and should not rub against 

the chassis. 

Make a note that these 
changes and a warning will 

be included in the next 
update to TM 1-1740-221-13&P. 
The change will clarify wheel 

assembly installation. 

AGSE…

Remember, it’s shallow 
side in for the front 

wheels and shallow side 
out for the rear.

Not like this with the 
shallow side out

Install front wheels with 
deep side of hub facing out

Installed wrong, front wheel assembly 
rubs against chassis during turns

WP 0091 of TM 1-1740-221-
13&P tells you to position 

the wheel assembly on 
the studs. 

Mechanics, reports are coming 
in that the front tires on the 

Standard Aircraft Towing System 
(SATS) are rubbing the inside of 

the vehicle’s chassis.

Get MEDEVAC News
To be in the know on the latest MEDEVAC news, check out milSuite. Go to milBook 
which has a discussion forum for Army Aeromedical Evacuation Operations at: 

https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/army-air-medevac-operations 
Go to milWiki for answers to lots of MEDEVAC questions at:

  https://www.milsuite.mil/wiki/MEDEVAC

Chinook Questions?
The Chinook headshed is ready to help with your questions about the cargo aircraft. 
Email your queries to the CH-47 team at:

usarmy.redstone.peo-avn.list.cargo-custsupt@mail.mil

Are the 
wheels on 

right?

I dunno. The TM 
isn’t real clear 
on installation.

Until the TM is 
updated, just 
remember that 

the deep side of 
the hub faces out 
on the front and 
in on the rear.

This provides more room between the chassis and the tire assembly.
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instructions will include 
everything from removal to 

installation to troubleshooting. You’ll 
also find hardware breakdown by 

platform, dispenser harness ordering 
information and POCs at the PM ASE 
logistics support group for help.

Configuration charts for the 
specific version of CMWS being 
installed are also located on 
JTDI. These charts provide a 
better understanding of the
CMWS B-kit components while 

assisting with inventories.

The big

question is:

ASE equipment is 
considered mission 

equipment package (MEP) 
material. That means 

you don’t get it until you 
really need it.

When you’re scheduled for deployment, the 
PM ASE headshed issues the equipment for 

free through your battalion S-4. They order 
the equipment through the supply system 

and it comes straight to your door and onto 
your Commander’s property book. 

Before your aircraft goes 
anywhere, you must install 
its aircraft survivability 

equipment (ASE). That 
includes the AN/AAR-57A 
Common Missile Warning 
System (CMWS) and the
AVR-2B Laser Detection 

System (LDS).

Both should be on your 
helicopter before it 

enters a combat zone.

What the B-kits won’t include are all the 
dispenser cables and common hardware 

needed for installation and to complete 
the maintenance operation checks (MOC) 

procedures for the systems. 

Those cables should be with your aircraft’s 
flyaway gear. 

if not, the NSNs for re-ordering are listed 
in the TMs and on the JTDI website. Contact

the item manager if you need help.

All Aircraft…

don’t forget about 
the Computer-Based 

ASE Training – 
Maintainer (CBAT-M) 
and CBAT-Operator 

training suites.

Because the 
equipment’s only 
allowed during 
deployments, 

maintainers aren’t 
familiar with how to 
install it. They just 
don’t see it often 
enough to become 

proficient.

They’re a 
great way to 
re-familiarize 

pilots and 
maintainers 
with ASE.

PM ASE is

getting the

removal and

installation

procedures

into the

TMs.

Maintainers 
may need help 
installing the 
common missile 

warning system...

...and
laser 

detection 
system.

how do you 
install the 
equipment? 

Pilots and 
maintainers, 

when your unit 
receives orders 

to deploy, 
preparation 
involves a 
little more 
than saying, 
‘‘Let’s get

these birds in 
the fight.’’

Before deploying, make 
sure your aircraft is 

outfitted with aircraft 
survivability equipment!
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echanics, a lot of Apaches have been moved around and transferred
in and out of theater. in all the hoopla, some Hellfire racks,

NSN 1440-01-393-6361 (PN 13425104), have been misplaced.

So check your back shops, MILVANS, 
and tech supply areas to find those 

excess racks and turn them in!

No one is authorized to have spare 
Hellfire racks for their unit PLL.

Hellfire racks are an MTOE item 
under LIN #L67410. Each Apache is 
authorized four Hellfire racks.

They’ll tell 
you how to 

return extra 
Hellfire 

racks to the 
headshed.

For centuries, the vast wall at
Castle Slack has held the enemy 
at bay. But now the enemy stirs 
beyond the wall. 

The soldiers known
as the Shadow’s Watch 
serve as the realm’s last 
defense. it’s an honor to 
join their elite ranks. 
Or so private Don Know 
thinks, until he arrives...

Whadaya think? I’ve 
got more hellfire 
racks than I know 
what to do with!

Are you serious? 
YoU can’t Stockpile 
spare racks! it’s 
not authorized! 

Y’GoTta turn them in 
to the headshed.

Fresh 
out of the 

school-
house, eh, 
Private 
Know? 

Now that you’ve joined 
the Shadow’s Watch, 

you’ll see more real work 
than you ever dreamed 

about while playing with 
those toys back in the 

schoolhouse.

Actually, Sir,
I received top-
notch training. 
So I hope to 
share some 

maintenance tips 
with y—

Training is on the 
job around here! 

Report to Sergeant 
Missinfingers. He’ll 

find something 
useful for you to 
do, like polishing 
all my medals.

other aviation units need them.
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Later, in the Great haLl…

Polishing 
medals?! 
GruMbLe 
GruMbLe

Welcome 
to the wall, 
Know. Must 

be your 
lucky day. 

You’ve drawn 
guard duty.

We need more 
bodies up there 

watchin’ out for the 
Gray Joggers than 
we do down here 
twiddlin’ thumbs.

I don’t get it, Tam. 
I’ve been here a week 
and everywhere I’ve 

gone in Castle Slack, 
I’ve seen no PM.

Preventive 
maintenance, tam. 
The fact that you 
don’t know what it 
means worries me.

Oh, well, 
I’m 15E. But 

I’ve noT 
bEEn usiNG 
the Tm.

PM?

But I’m 15E, a 
UAS maintenance 

specialist. 
Shouldn’t I be 
maintaining the 

Sha—

Don’t you have 
to maintain 

equipment, too?

Mebbe. But I’ve 
learned it’s 

better not to ask 
questions. Better to 
play games. Check!

The Gray 
Joggers will 
prolly breach 

the wall!

Right. Human eyes can’t see far 
enough for us to get enough 
advance warning. That’s the 

whole point of Shadows... recon, 
surveillance and target acquisition. 

But I haven’t seen any Shadows 
flying since I’ve arrived!

Ummm... time 
for harsh truth, 

Don. The Shadows 
are already NMC. 
Lemme give ya a 

li’L advice. Things 
go easier here
if ya don’t think 

too much.

Proof you 
practice what 
you preach...

…bad 
move, Tam. 
Checkmate!

GUARD 
DUty!?

But who 
does the 
Shadow 
PMCS?

Pffft. Them
toys don’t need any 

molly-coddlin’!

Speaking of 
questions, here’s 

a doozy: What 
happens if the 
Shadows break 
down because 
there’s no PM?
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Desperate Times call for 
desperate measures. I’m willing to 
let you take a shot at it, Know.

But I can only spare 
one soldier to help 
you. I need the rest 
guarding the gates.

Under-
stood, 

Sir.

The next day, private 
Know resumes guard 
duty on the waLl…

Good grief, I haven’t even 
seen them check the oil!

I don’t see any TMs. They must be doing 
preflight inspections from memory. 

Big mistake! I should be down there!

what in 
the—?

Actually, 
I’m kinda 

relieved it 
didn’t work. 

if it crashed, 
someone 
could’ve 

been hurt.

if only we knew their 
precise location! I’ll 

have to guess where to 
put the platoons.

Sir? I may be 
able to get a 

Shadow up. Give 
me a chance.

That night strange noises 
are heard beyond the wall, 
an eerie kind of wailing.
  it wakes private Know in
his bunk. He wonders:
  is it just the winter wind 
or are the Gray Joggers 
getting closer? if only 
a Shadow could do recon 
beyond the wall.
  But the night is dark and 
full of errors!

The dreaded night comes 
when there is no longer any 
doubt—the Gray Joggers 
are close to the wall.
  But how close? 
Not even the Shadow knows
…because it isn’t working! 

The green lad 
straight from the 
schoolhouse? Not 

bloody likely.

You 
can have 
Gnarly.

C’mon, Tam. Let’s get 
‘er out to the clearing 
where the launcher is.

C’mon, Tam, 
let’s give her 

wings.

B-but I 
don’t know 

anything 
about 

Shadows, 
Don!

Remember how 
you once told 
me it’s easier 
if you don’t 
think? Just 

look at this as 
another game 
and follow my 
instructions.

it’s NOT 
lauNchinG! ARrgH!

Sarge thinks he’s
setting me up for
failure, but I’ve

got great training
to fall back on!
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This is more 
neglected than 

the Shadow 
itself! Looks 
like it’s never 
been cracked.

Don’t you 
know this stuff 
already, Don?

First, we need to 
drain any old fuel 

from the aircraft and 
carefully measure the 
new fuel we put in.

why?

Don’t wanna risk 
impurities fouling 
the engine. Plus 
we need to make 
sure she’s filled 
to capacity with 
enough fuel to 

get back.

Now before we start the 
engine, remove the payload 

cover. When the power comes 
on, the infrared/optical 

sensor payload moves and 
rotates. if the cover is still 

attached, it might hit and 
damage the fuselage.

She sips a 
lotta oil, 

too. So that 
needs to be 
checked and 
topped off 

before every 
flight.

Good job, Tam! 
You didn’t spill 

a drop.

heH, Hefting boiling 
pots all day gives 
me steady hands!

The checklist’s 
complete! Let’s get 
this bird in the sky.

Of course, but 
maintenance should 
never be done from 

memory.

Later…

Before launching, we gotta remove the tail 
hook pin, too. That lowers the tail hook 
so the Shadow stops when landing. if we 
forget to take out the pin, the tail hook 
won’t catch the primary pendant during 

landing and the Shadow can overshoot the 
runway. We can’t afford to lose the only 

mission-capable craft we have.

gOod 
to Go 
now?

Heard that’s 
how Sarge lost 

his fingers!

Not quite. Remember to put safety 
first, Tam. Right now, your fingers are 
in a dangerous spot on the launcher 
assembly unit. The shuttle rollers 
that travel across those beams can 

pinch or even sever your fingers.

Yep. Even 
folding and 
unfolding 
the LAU’s 

main beams is 
tricky. Always 

check that 
your fingers 
are clear of 
any hinges.

OK, looks 
like she’s 
ready to 

soar! let’s 
get ready to 
lAunch, Tam.

A few 
minutes 
later…
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•	 Are Safety 
Boards 
Required?

34PS 777 AUG 17

also 

featuring

TOOls

MISSILES

SMALL ARMS

Later…

Later, in the banqueting hALl…

Heard the 
news, Don. Let’s 

toast your 
glorious future 
in the Shadow’s 

Watch!

thank 
yoU, sir!

Well done, 
Know! That 

Shadow 
warned us 

of the Gray 
Joggers’ 
approach.

we were able 
to reposition 

troops in time. 
I’m making you 

the Shadow 
team leader 

here.

Looks like some-
body’s PCSing to 
Fort Frozenbuns!

Or 
changed 

’em?

There’s no glory 
in maintenance, Tam, 
but there’s plenty 

of satisfaction 
in knowing you’ve 

saved lives.

•	 Ins and Outs of 
Outriggers

•	 Shut the Door on 
Door Problems

•	 New Small Arms Targets Available!
•	 CROWS MWO Requires Software Upgrade
•	 How to Turn in Sniper Rifles
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the outriggers are the feet for your Patriot’s trailers. If the outriggers are bad, the 
Patriot doesn’t have a leg to stand on! Keep a leg up on problems by remembering 
these ins and outs of outriggers: 

PMCS
  Limit switches—Check all the limit switches. If a switch is crushed, the outrigger 
won’t get the signal to stop raising. That can break the strut weld.
 Sometimes the switches can corrode and jam. 
Then when you try to move the outrigger, the 
switch breaks. Prevent that by manually pushing all 
the switches in and rotating their wheels before you 
move the outriggers, especially if the outriggers 
haven’t been moved in days. 
 But even if the limit switches look good, keep 
an eye on the outriggers when they’re raised or 
lowered. Sometimes the pads snag and that can 
break the welds. Bumping a pad often unsnags it, 
as does reversing direction. Cleaning sand or ice 
away from the pad’s pivots will help.

 Cracks—If the chrome bearings or 
the welded areas of the outriggers have 
even hairline cracks, they should be 
reported. The outrigger could be unsafe.

 Retaining pins—Make sure the retaining 
pins for the outriggers’ joint pins are installed 
and tight. There are four retaining pins for 
each leg: two on the top joint and two on the 
bottom joint. If the retaining pins disappear, 
the joint pins can work out.

  Leaks—Look for leaks. If the 
outriggers leak too much hydraulic fluid 
they will be difficult to raise or lower. 
Check especially under the actuators. 
They’re usually the leakers.

 Lubing—Prevent cracked 
bearings  by lubing all seven 
lube points on each outrigger 
at least monthly with GAA. 
Anytime you hear an out-
rigger squeaking, get out the 
grease gun. See TM 9-2330
357-14&P for lubing 
instructions. Increase
lubing intervals during 
unusual conditions,
such as high
temperatures
or humidity.

Patriot Missile System…

Make sure limit switches move

Check for cracked bearings
Lube all seven lube points
on each outrigger

Look for 
all four 
retaining 
pins

Look for leaks under actuators
owW! My FeEt 
are KiLling mE! 
if yoU’d done 

YoUr outriGger 
Pm I wouldn’t 

have these 
OuChriggers!

Exercise—Exercise the outriggers 
up and down at least weekly to 
keep the actuator seals from 

drying out and leaking. The ball 
screws also need to move in and 
out to spread a coating of lube 

on them.
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Operation

 Actuator motor cables—The cables often develop 
holes, which let in water that can short out the cables. 
Check the cables monthly for holes and tape any you 
find with shrink tape, NSN 5970-01-169-2783.

Dear Editor,
 If you can’t shut the HIMARS’ doors, 
your HIMARS is NMC. Fortunately, 
these tips will shut the door on door 
problems:

 Don’t slam the doors. When the 
doors get hard to close, Soldiers 
usually slam them shut. That just makes 
things worse. Slamming the doors 
eventually breaks the brass bushings
in the hinges and damages the
latch mechanism. 
 When the doors won’t close easily, 
tell your repairman. He can adjust the 
door. The doors will probably need to be 
adjusted periodically depending on how 
much they’re used.

 Hands only for opening the doors. 
Because the doors are heavy, Soldiers 
often use their feet to push the doors 
open. Their feet slide down the door 
and kick the door seal. Eventually, the 
seal is torn, which means the door can’t 
seal out the poisonous fumes from 
missile firing. And it’s really not cheap 
to replace the seal.
 To open the doors, push the door 
handle completely down and then use 
your shoulder or arm to push the
door open. 

     WO1 James Walker
     Ft Carson, CO

Editor’s note:  The door is shut on 
those door problems!  Thanks.

 Prevent frozen pads—If there’s any chance 
temperatures will go below freezing, put plywood
or empty sandbags under the outrigger pads. That
keeps pads from freezing to the ground.
If you try to raise a frozen pad, it can
break the actuator. If a pad ever does
freeze, free it by pounding the ground
around the pad with a sledgehammer.

 Leveling bubble—If the bubble isn’t calibrated 
every six months, eventually it won’t give true readings 
and you can’t level the launcher. See Page 4-125 in 
TM 9-2330-357-14&P for leveling instructions.

 Don’t forget safety chains and 
antenna—If you forget to unhook 
safety chains before lowering the 
outriggers, you damage the outriggers. 
Before you raise the outriggers, 
remember to stow the antenna or the 
antenna will be snapped off.

HIMARS…

Slamming door breaks bushing 
in hinges and damages latch

Opening door with your feet tears seal

OuCH! yoU 
Don’T have to 
BE so RouGh! 

mY dOor 
just NeeDs 
adJUsting.

Leveling bubble 
needs calibrating 
every six months

Check actuator 
cables for holes

Put plywood or sandbags under pads in freezing weather

Unhook safety 
chains before 
lowering 
outriggers
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24”
1”

1”

you can order a safety board with
NSN 4910-01-620-2614 for around $2,270.

it 
comes 
with:

Or

Bolt and nut (2)

Flat portion 
under nuts

1-1/4” dia. hot 
stick stock or 
hardwood 

Rubber tip

8”

2”

60”

Don’t treat them like static displays.
Too often safety boards sit forgotten and 

gathering dust. Every Soldier should be shown 
where the safety board is and trained on how to

use every item on the board. 

Make sure items aren’t missing.
Gloves and flashlights in particular tend to 

disappear. Assign someone the responsibility of 
monthly checking that every item is on the board

As reQuirEd bY TB 385-4.

Location, location, location.
Some safety boards are put in hallways where they 
aren’t close enough to help in an emergency. Place 
safety boards as close as possible to possible 
safety/electrical hazards. More than one board

may be needed. Your post safety officer can
help you decide.

Don’t spare the hooks.
Safety hooks are usually the most critical item on 

the safety board. if you make several safety hooks, 
you can position them around the motor pool

where they would be only steps away if someone
is being electrocuted.

Here’s how to make 
a safety hook:

Connect ground clamp to 
ground before using probe

Remove grounding stick 
before turning on power

• D batteries
• sash cord rope
• insulated gloves
• material to

build the safety
board

• ground stick
• safety hook
• grounding

cable

• hearing protection
• safety googles
• first aid kit
• flashlight

50PS 750 MAY 15

Dear Editor,
 Every repair facility should have a safety board nearby in case of accidents. 
 TB 385-4, Safety Requirements for Maintenance of Electrical and 
Electronic Equipment (Jul 08), gives you the basics on what’s needed on 
the board. I thought it might be helpful to share how we constructed our 
safety board. 
 We cut a 1/2-in thick piece of plywood to 3 x 4 feet. We painted a 2-in 
green border around the entire board. We used 2-in self-adhesive letters to 
put “SAFETY BOARD” at the top. You can also stencil it if you prefer. We 
used a label maker to print 3/4-in lettering for each item on the board.

 We’ve found size 11 gloves fit almost 
everyone. You’ll also need a copy of 
FM 4-25.11, First Aid (Dec 02).
 We couldn’t find NSNs for the 
following items, so we ordered them 
from Grainger.com. Most big box 
stores would also have these items.

 Here are the items for the board that 
can be ordered by NSN:

Editor’s note:
 Excellent information, Steve. 
 SFC William Lawrence of the 94th BSB at Ft Polk pointed out to PS that there’s a 
ready-made safety board available with NSN 4910-01-618-4321 that costs $2,880. 
 It contains:

Hearing
protection
3,000V
electrical gloves
(size 11)
Rope
(210-ft coil)
Goggles
M6 LED Pelican
Flashlight
First aid kit
Tourniquet
Fire
extinguisher
Lithium
batteries (12)

Item

4240-01-538-7970

8415-01-158-9451

4020-00-599-7529

4240-00-052-3776

6230-01-523-4709

6545-01-433-8399
6515-01-521-7976

4210-01-245-9850

6135-01-554-0864

NSN

18.20

68.92

16.29

3.69

60.59

32.46
48.39

32.66

19.38

Price

Woodscrews (250)
Ground wire
Eye wash station
Static discharge stick
6-ft rescue hook
Reclosable cinch strap,
1 x 8 inches (10 pack)
Reclosable cinch strap,
1 x 12 inches (10 pack)
Reclosable cinch strap,
2 x 24 inches (10 pack)

Item

5ZVN6
9EWL4
22FX22
3GY63
3GY61

5JLG7

5JLG8

5JLH0

Part 
Number

14.72
42.80
29.35

617.00
533.00

48.30

48.25

79.00

Cost

 We’ve found the cinch straps work 
great to hold equipment on the board. 
 Here’s what the finished product 
looks like:

Steve Kirkpatrick
1st Bn, 10th Special Forces Group
Germany

•	 4x8-ft safety board with graphics
•	 Rescue stick with 6-ft pole
•	 Discharge tool with 6-ft ground
•	 Ear plugs and dispenser

•	 First aid kit
•	 Hard hat
•	 Safety glasses
•	 Flashlight

•	 Grounding cable
•	 Linesman gloves
•	 25-ft halyard rope
•	 Ear muff

 In addition, you can save money by fabricating a safety hook, grounding stick, and 
grounding cables. Instructions are in Figs 3-1 and 3-2 in TB 385-4, Safety Requirements 
for Maintenance of Electrical and Electronic Equipment. 
 Pages 40-43 of PS 644 (Jul 06) lists NSNs for alternate or additional items for your 
safety board. It also lists NSNs for items you can use to restock the first aid kit. You can 
find the article online:

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2006/644/644-40-43.pdf
 Other things you might consider around or on the board are a resuscitator, a portable 
defibrillator and hazard signs.
 Don’t stack things in front of the board, though. If you can’t get to the board in an 
emergency, that defeats its purpose. And make sure the board is located in a central 
location so that Soldiers can get to it as quickly as possible.
 Inspect the board each month to make sure all items are on-hand and in good shape. 
 Make safety board training SOP. Everyone working in the area should know each 
piece of equipment and how to use it.

Need a
Safety
Board?

Here 
Are Your 
Options

unsure how 
to prepare a 
safety board 
for your unit? 
here are some 

oPtions!

12”

make a
grounding stick

like this:

Heavy copper wire, 3/16” dia.

Flatten 3” for 
drilling and 
mounting

Dry hardwood stick. 
Coat with clear shellac

Flexible bare wire, 6 gauge 
or larger or heavy wire braid

Ground 
clamp

5/8” dia. metal

Dear Half-Mast,
Are units

required to
have electrical
safety boards?

D.L.

according to Para 3.8.9 in
TB 385-4, Safety Requirements 

for Maintenance of Electrical and 
Electronic Equipment (01 July 08), 

the answer is No.

however, Your command may require 
a safety board despite the TB. Check 

with your local safety office.

units are required 
to have the 

equipment that 
would be on the 
board if your 

facility is exposing 
people to 50 volts

or more.
All items must be 
easily accessible 
in a noticeable 

location.

So for all 
practical purposes 
you should have a 

safety board.

With that said, here 
are a few tips to 
keep the safety in 
safety boards…

Pages 50-51 in PS 750 (May 15) gave NSNs
and part numbers for items needed for a 

safety board:
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M4/M16 SERIES WEAPONS 25M ZERO

SIGHTING SYSTEM
CCO

M4/M4A1 REAR SIGHT (BUIS)
M4/M4A1 FRONT SIGHT

M16A2/A3/A4 REAR SIGHT (BUIS)
M16A2/A3/A4 FRONT SIGHT

0.5
0.5
0

1.75
0

1.25

* Internal knobs .333 MOA

WINDAGE in MOA
0.5
0.5

0.75
0

0.5
0

WEAPON IS NOT CONSIDERED ZEROED UNTIL CONFIRMED AT TRUE DISTANCE
EACH BLOCK REPRESENTS 1 MOA AT 25M

ELEVATION in MOA

M150 RCO/TA-01*

SHORT RANGE AND PISTOL MARKSMANSHIP TARGET

No. 9126
NSN: 6920-01-660-0348 Tacoma, WA, USA • RiteintheRain.com

Water-resistant Targets
Rainy days turn paper targets into a mess,

which is why the Army is now offering two Water-resistant targets:

Slow Fire Qualification Target, 
NSN 6920-01-660-0346

Alternate Course C Qualification Target, 
NSN 6920-01-660-0342

The new 
target was 
designed by

• Can be used with improved optics
• New design with the 1 minute of angle

(MOA) grid makes it easier to zero the
optic, which has become the primary
sighting system

• Can be used as a scoring target for
short-range marksmanship training

• Can be used as a scoring target for
pistol training

• Includes an MOA chart for easy
measuring and adjustments

• Replaces the silhouette with a
diamond center

• Includes a graphic training aid on the back
for zeroing at 100, 200 and 300 meters

Order the target 
with NSN 6920-01-

660-0348. 

SFC Mike Lewis, Ft Bragg, NC
 SFC Ash Hess, Ft Benning, GA
  SFC Paul Meacham, Ft Campbell, KY
   sSg John Brady, Ft Drum, NY

The two water-resistant targets are printed on all-weather
water-resistant heavy duty paper, which lets you zero in no matter what 

the weather. The all-weather paper produces cleaner, more precise holes 
for quicker and easier assessment and scoring.

If your M153 CROWS has software version 3.5 or below, it needs to be updated 
using MWO 9-1090-219-23-1. Report the upgrade in the Modification Management 
Information System (MMIS) in LIW.
 Special Operations units with CROWS software version 3.10.2 don’t need to do 
the update. 
 Full instructions, equipment required, software download location, and authorized 
personnel needed are listed in the MWO. You can find the MWO at:

https://liw.logsa.army.mil/mmis/#/dashboard/messages/modification 
Questions? Contact Fred Torres at (586) 282-1344, DSN 786-1344, or email:

wilfredo.f.torresstevez.civ@mail.mil
or contact James Tucker at (586) 282-1345, DSN 786-1345, or email:

james.w.tucker50.civ@mail.mil

this is The new M4 carbine/
M16 rifle 25mm Zero 

Short Range and Pistol 
Marksmanship Target.

it offers these 
advantages 

over the old 
target: 

New Small Arms Targets
AvaIlable! 

CROWS MWO Requires Software Upgrade

Things just got easier for 
Soldiers going to the range. The 
Army is offering three new targets 

to help you stay on target.

yoU nEed the new 
Water-resistant 

targEts!

…ReaD
this!?

s’PosEd 
to…

hOw Am 
I…
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if a rifle is missing any items, a DA Form 2062, Hand Receipt/Annex Number, 
should be filled in and packed inside the weapon’s case. if you fail to 
include all items, it slows down the wholesale repair cycle and hurts

the sniper rifle supply chain. 

  Eugene Meade at (586) 282-1253, DSN 786-1253, or email:

Once you receive
turn-in instructions 

from the item manager, 
you must then send in 

the rifle with all of its 
BII and COEI.

First, you must send a
completed DA Form 2404, 
Equipment Inspection and 
Maintenance Worksheet, to 

the TACOM item manager for 
that particular sniper rifle. 

item manager names with 
contact information can be 

found in i2log.

See Page 32 of ps 762 (May 16) for help: 

This includes:

• the hard and soft storage cases
• optics
• suppressors
• magazines

Don’t forget to turn in the 
anti-reflection device/laser 

filter unit, too!

For a complete list of BII and COEI, see the rifle’s -10 Tm.

Questions?

Contact:

HOW TO TURN IN
SNIPER RIFLES

Turning 
in a sniper 
rifle (M110, 
M2010, M107 
or M14EBR) 
requires a 

bit more care 
than a normal 

weapon. 

therE’s a Lot more 
invoLVEd for turn-iN 
than juSt STicKing 

Me in A BOX!

Hold On 
thEre! 

what’s 
wrong?

why
won’t you 

go in?
• Are You Certified?
• Report FWA to DLA
• Got Issues?
• Are You Storing

Safely?
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Do you deal with refrigeration and air conditioning equipment? 
if so, you need to know the difference between Sections 608 and 609

of the EPA Clean Air certification program.

Soldiers with the following MOSs can be tested and certified in Section 608:

• 15R (AH-64D Attack Helicopter Repair)
• 88L (Watercraft Engineer)
• 91C (Utilities Equipment Repair*)
• 91J20 (Quartermaster and Chemical Equipment Repairer)
• 919A (Engineer Equipment Maintenance Warrant Officer*)

Soldiers with these MOSs can be tested and certified in Section 609:

• 91A (Abrams Tank System Maintainer)
• 91B (Wheel Vehicle Mechanic)
• 91C (Utilities Equipment Repairer*)
• 91H (Tracked Vehicle Repairer)
• 91J (Quartermaster and Chemical Equipment Repairer)
• 91L (Construction Equipment Repairer)
• 91M (Bradley Fighting Vehicle System Maintainer)
• 91P (Self-Propelled Artillery System Maintainer)
• 91S (Stryker System Maintainer)
• 91X (Maintenance Supervisor)
• 915A (Automotive Maintenance

Warrant Officer)
• 915E (Senior Automotive Maintenance

Warrant Officer)
• 919A (Engineer Equipment Maintenance

Warrant Officer*)
*These	MOSs	are	certified	to	repair
and	support	both	Section	608	and	609.

Got Issues?
Missing	a	back	issue	or	two	of	PS	Magazine?	Let	us	help!	We	just	need	your	name,	rank,	
unit,	full	mailing	address	and	PS	issue	number	or	month/year.	Email	your	request	to:

usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil

Report FWA to DLA
Need	to	report	an	 instance	of	 fraud,	waste	or	abuse	 (FWA)	to	the	Defense	Logistics	
Agency	(DLA)?	Call	the	DLA	Hotline	at	800-411-9127	or	contact	them	online	at:

http://www.dla.mil/HQ/InspectorGeneral/Business/Hotline/HotlineForm.aspx

So if you believe you’re universally certified to perform all 
repairs dealing with refrigerants, you may be wrong!

The training programs that authorize for Sections 608 and 609 have been 
updated and not all MOSs are certified for both types of systems.

• Section 609	is training certification
to repair and support automotive
air conditioning equipment.

• Section 608	is training certification
to repair and support stationary A/C
and refrigeration equipment.

YouA/C and
Refrigeration… Are You

Certified?

For more 
help, contact 
your Regional 

Logistics 
Assistance 
Office. They 
can provide 
test site 

information.

Hold on 
there! Are you 

certified to 
work on my air 
conditioning?
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 Safety’s not ensured just because you have a storage cabinet, though.  Follow these 
rules for handling and storing flammables:
• Tighten all container lids.
• Remove any leaking containers

immediately. Clean up all spills by
following your unit’s HAZMAT SOP.

48PS 777 AUG 17
*Order on a DD Form 1348-6 and put “NSN not on AMDF” in the REMARKS block.

• Locate indoor cabinets away from areas where spark-producing tools or equipment
are used. Also keep them away from areas where heat, fumes and gases build.

• Check out the information in the National Fire Code 30, Flammable and Combustible
Liquids. If you don’t have it on hand, contact your safety office. They should have
copies and be able to tell you about local regulations.

Yellow, 43 inches wide x 65 inches high x 18 inches deep
Yellow with red “Flammable—Keep Fire Away”,
43 inches wide x 65 inches high x 18 inches deep 
Yellow with red “Flammable—Keep Fire Away" decal across both doors,
43 inches wide x 44 inches high x 18 inches deep, 30 gallon capacity
Yellow with red “Flammable” warning, 60-gal capacity
Red with white “FLAMMABLE LIQUID” lettering on front,
4 shelves, 36 inches wide x 35 inches high x 24 inches deep

Cabinet Description

01-084-6955

01-035-3023

01-084-6954

01-621-4848

00-550-3356*

NSN 7125-

CTA 50-909 authorizes the 
purchase of storage cabinets for 

units that store flammables.

FED LOG lists many sizes, shapes 
and colors, so order the cabinet 

that best suits your needs.

Are You Storing Safely?

Here are a few that 
might do the trick:

Flammable Storage Cabinets…

Are You Storing Safely?

When it comes 
to storing 

flammables such 
as petroleum, 
oil, lubricants 
and paints, you 

want to be safe. 
They’re called 
flammables for

a reason!

glad 
you came 
to the 
reScuE!

we’VE gOt to Warn Our 
reaDers thAT imProper 
storaGE of Paint and 
Other FlamMablEs is a 
fire waiting to HAPpEN!

uRrP!
Boy, I’m
stUfFed!

Whoa! 
Get me 
ouTTa 
here!

…49…50!
Now I’m 
safe!

• Put outdoor cabinets at least 50
feet from combustible structures.
Keep the area around the cabinet
free of weeds and debris. Place
and enforce “No Smoking” signs.

• Store paint in its own cabinet.
Never store it in the same cabinet as
petroleum, oil or lubricants. Always
check the Hazardous Materials
Information Resource System (HMIRS)
for compatibility before storing
materials:

http://www.dla.mil/HQ/
InformationOperations/Offers/Products/

LogisticsApplications/HMIRS.aspx

• Never exceed the maximum storage
capacity of a cabinet. A cabinet’s
capacity is determined by safety, not by
the number of containers it will hold.
You’ll find the capacity listed in the
instruction sheet that comes with each
cabinet. For a quick reference, tape the
instructions on the inside or outside of
the cabinet.

01-032-3714
01-032-4602
01-032-4604
01-036-4777

NSN 7690-

1
11/2
2
3

Letter Height (inches)

Order the signs with these NSNs:
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Dear Editor,
 When we ordered hold-up batteries (HUBs) for the platform encryption 
device (PED) KGV-72, NSN 5810-01-564-3364 (LIN E05008) for our Blue Force 
Tracker (BFT), there was a problem. The HUB, NSN 6135-01-525-9943, listed in 
WP 0002 of TM 11-5810-268-13 (Jul 14), was a terminal item. FED LOG told us 
to order NSN 6135-01-435-4921. 
 But that’s the wrong battery!

 We talked to a BFT field service engineer who told us to order NSN 6135-01-
370-2599 instead. It’s the same HUB battery used in DAGRs but can also be 
used in KGV-72s. 
 FED LOG has updated the verbiage on NSN 6135-01-435-4921, stating that 
it’s consolidated with NSN 6135-01-370-2599, but this is still confusing. They 
are two distinctly different batteries.
 Finally, the KGV-72’s batteries can last up to a year, so if you haven’t 
changed them in that time, be sure to check the TM for battery status
light guidance.

CW2 Carlos E. Morales
MAARNG

 Here’s a picture of the original 

battery on the left and what 

we received on the right. They 

are very different batteries in 

both size and voltage.

KGV-72
Battery
Blooper!

Blue Force Tracker…

KGV-72
Battery
Blooper!

Left: Original (correct) KGV-72 
battery, NSN 6135-01-525-9943

Right: Incorrect KGV-72 battery, 
NSN 6135-01-435-4921

•	 KGV-72 Battery 
Blooper!

•	 TEIP Keeps 
Equipment in 
Peak Condition

OOHHHHHH…
That last battery 

I ate did not 
agree with me!
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Command, Control, Communications, Computers,
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) 
covers a wide range of electronics equipment. 
Keeping all of it up and running can be a tough job.

 That’s where the Tobyhanna Evaluation Inspection 
Program (TEIP) can help! 

 TEIP is a maintenance evaluation and inspection
program that focuses on corrosion, physical condition
and usage factors for the following C4ISR equipment:

• AN/ASM-189 electronic shop van, LINs H01855 and H01857
• AN/TRC-190C/D/E(V)1 and AN/TRC-190C/D/E/F(V)3

radio terminal sets, LINs R90451 and R90587
• AN/ASM-147 electronic shop shelter, LIN H01912
• AN/TRC-170A(V)3 radio terminal set, LIN R93035
• AN/ASM-146 electronic shop shelter, LIN H01907
• SICIPS legacy ridged wall shelter (RWS),

LINs C61665 and C88821
• SICIPS trailer mounted support system (TMSS large),

LIN P63394
• SICIPS trailer mounted support system (TMSS medium),

LIN P63462
• AN/TSQ-232 SICIPS command post platform (CPP),

LIN C40996
• AN/TSC-154 and AN/TSC-154A secure mobile anti-jam

reliable tactical terminal (SMART-T), LIN T81733
• AN/TSC-167(v)1/3 and AN/TSC-185(v)1/2/3

Satellite Transportable Terminal (STT),
LINs S05011, S05012 and S05013

TEIP Keeps 
Equipment

in Peak 
Condition

C4ISR…

TEIP Keeps 
Equipment

in Peak 
Condition

Readers, the 
Communications Security 

Logistics activity 
confirms the right HUB 

for the KGV-72 is
NSN 6135-01-370-2599.

Until the TM is updated, 
note that correction. 
Don’t try to force the 
wrong battery or you 
could damage the PED.

Thanks for the 
alert and turning a 
potentially negative 

situation positive, Chief!

TEIP	inspects	C4ISR	equipment	
for	corrosion,	physical	condition	

and	other	factors

That’s a lot 
of equipment! 

How am I 
supposed to 
keep it all in 
good shape 
by myself?

Sounds like 
you could use 
help from the

Tobyhanna 
Evaluation 
inspection 
Program!

TEIP provides the 
maintenance condition 
of C4ISR equipment in 

real-time and identifies 
equipment for depot 
repair and overhaul 

programs at Tobyhanna 
Army Depot, PA. it’s 

centrally funded and 
provides another great 

way for commanders 
to avoid maintenance 

costs while increasing 
readiness rates.
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For more information, contact the TEIP Program Manager, 
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LOGISTICS
Small Arms…

Let DLA Take Them Away

The Defense 
Logistics Agency’s 

Disposition Services 
handles small 

arms that require 
demilitarization.

Time to 
send these 
serialized 
parts to 
Anniston!

if your unit
needs to turn in

non-serialized
small arms parts 

and components, you 
have a few options.

There’s a local DLA Disposition Services office 
to help with your turn in. To find it go to:

if the parts you’re turning in are 
serialized, then the only Disposition 
Services office authorized to take 

them is in Anniston, AL.

When you need assistance to turn in serialized items, contact Central 
Demil Division Anniston for turn-in and shipping instructions. They can 
provide information regarding small arms, so you don’t waste time 

shipping them. When possible, they’ll also help identify any problems 
that might delay or prevent the acceptance of your shipment. To contact 

CDD Anniston for more information or assistance, send an email to: 

Serialized items include weapons; 
parts like triggers, trigger 

assemblies and lower receivers; 
and all weapon trainers.

Time to demil 
these weapons. But, 
Cloe, I need some 
guidance on this.

• Let DLA Take Them Away
• Turn In Your Extra

Furniture
• Color Coded Caps?
• Old-School Way OK?
• Service Early or Not?
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Dear Half-Mast,
 The back cover of PS 
683 (Oct 09), shows 
fuel cans with color-
coded caps. I can’t seem 
to find this requirement 
in any CFR or NFPA ND. 
It’s not mentioned 
in TM 4-15.21, Army 
Watercraft Safety, or 
TB 43-0144, Painting
of Watercraft.
Can you help?

Mr. R.P.

Dear Sir,
	 There	aren’t	any	specific	requirements	for	color-
coding	fuel	caps	spelled	out	in	Army	or	DoD	
publications.	The	colors	we	showed	correspond	to	
the	National	Fire	Protection	Association’s	NFPA	30,	
Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code. NFPA	
30	recommends	the	color	red	for	gasoline,	yellow	
for	diesel	and	blue	for	kerosene.	It’s	a	great	idea	to	
color	code	your	fuel	caps,	but	it	isn’t	required	by	any	
military	regulation.

Color Coded Caps?

DLA… Turn In Your Extra Furniture

Fuel Cans…

Color Coded Caps?
Color coding your 

fuel caps isn’t 
required by military 

regulations…

…but it’s a really
good idea and we 

rEcomMend iT!

Don’t put extra 
furniture in the 
warehouse. Let 
DLA Disposition 

Services put 
it to work 
instead.

We have way more 
filing cabinets 
than we’re ever 

gonna need. What 
should we do with 

the extras?

There’s not 
enough humans 
here for all of 

us to help. I 
guess it’s off to 
the warehouse.

Got furniture lying 
around? Turn it in 

to Defense Logistics 
Agency (DLA) 

Disposition Services. 
They can take that 
furniture off of 

your hands and use 
it to help other 
organizations.

DLA takes extra 
furniture and 
finds it a home 

in other military 
units, government 

buildings or 
schools. instead 
of living out the 

rest of your days 
in storage, you 

could help out a 
motor pool office 
and save taxpayers 

the money it 
costs to buy new 

furniture.

But what’ll 
DLA do with us?

You mean 
we could 
help out a 
school?

That sounds too 
good to be true. 
The disposition 

process must take 
years to finish.

it’s faster and easier than 
you think and DLA will walk 
you through every step. To 

get started, check out:
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http://www.dla.mil/
DispositionServices.aspx

Questions? Send an email to: 
DLAContactCenter@dla.mil

http://www.dla.mil/DispositionServices.aspx
mailto:DLAContactCenter@dla.mil
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Manual forms like 
the 2404 should be 

used only if the LIS is 
down or unavailable. 

Data from manual 
forms should also be 
entered into the LIS 
as soon as possible.

The 5988-E is 
preferable because 

it includes more 
information on each 
piece of equipment, 
plus it supports 
all the automated 

logistical processes, 
including property 

accountability.

So once items like 
weapons are entered 

into the LIS, it’s 
easier to track 
all maintenance 

actions, as well as 
requirements like 

scheduled services 
and maintenance plans. 
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Dear Half-Mast,
 If you perform a service early, does that count against 
you when you look at end of the month calculations of 
scheduled services versus complete services? 
   Mr. K.W.

Dear Sir,
 If you conduct a service too early, it resets the next service 
date. However, AR 750-1 allows you to establish a 10% 
variance. If you perform your service before the 10 percent 
variance date, your next follow-on service date will shift. 
 If you use the multi-counter maintenance plan (usage + 
date), GCSS-Army will look for what triggers the due date 
first (hours, miles, kilometers or date etc.). So the next service 
date can possibly change.

DA Form 2404…

Old-School Way OK?
GCSS-Army…

Service
Early

or Not?

Master Sergeant Half-Mast, I’ve 
been trying to figure this out: Are 
DA Form 2404 manual maintenance 

forms still authorized?

yes, sergeant, 
they are.

According to HQDA G-4, 
the manual DA Form 2404, 
Equipment Inspection and 
Maintenance Worksheet, 

is still an option for 
recording PMCS services.

Ask your motor pool 
TAMMS clerk to run you 

a copy of the latest 
5988-E any time you 

need to get a current 
printout to check your 

equipment.

However, the logistics 
information system (LIS), 

which includes both 
SAMS-E and GCSS-A, is the 

preferred method. 
DA Form 5988-E is the 
automated version of

DA Form 2404.

Remember when 
you’re on a mission, 

you’re also required 
to have a current 
working copy of 

the 5988-E in your 
equipment logbook, 

along with the 
dispatch, assorted 
safety forms and 

operator TM.

I’m sure 
we can 

perform 
the service 

early.

Yeah, but 
how early 

is too 
early?

maybe we 
should ask 
Half-Mast?
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A1/A1P2/A1R FMTV Air Inlet Heater Relay NSN
The A1P2 parts info on Page 61 of PS 754 (Sep 15) is a little out of date. Here’s the correct info: 
NSN 6110-01-428-8915 gets a new electromagnetic air inlet heater relay for A1 model FMTVs 
with the 3126 engine. The old relay, NSN 5945-01-570-7989, is a terminal item. IETM 0195 and TM 
9-2320-391-13&P in IETM EM 0195 (Mar 09) show the correct NSN but have the wrong NSN for the 
C7 engine. NSN 5945-01-626-5759 gets the relay for A1R and A1P2 model FMTVs with C7 engines. 
The old relay, NSN 5945-01-544-0686, is a terminal item. You’ll need to make a note of the new 
NSN until TM 9-2320-333-13&P in IETM EM 0294 (Jun 15) is updated.

Connie's
Post
Scripts

Connie's 
 Post
 Scripts 

M1074A1, M1075A1 PLS
Prop Shaft Boot

M1074A1, M1075A1 PLS
Prop Shaft Boot

Make a note until 
the boot is added 
to Fig 2401 of TM 
9-2320-319-13&P at 
the next update to 

IETM EM 0298.

Get a new rubber 
boot for the main 
hydraulic pump 

prop shaft on your 
M1074A1 and M1075A1 
PLs with NSN 5340-

01-616-0254.

M1-Series Tank Grease 

120M Grader Centershift Lock Assembly O-Ring
Order the 120M road grader’s drawbar centershift lock assembly O-ring with NSN 5331-00-580-
1216. NSN 5331-01-059-1659, which is listed as Item 17 in Fig 152 of TM 5-3805-293-24P (Mar 11, 
w/Ch 1, Oct 12) brings the wrong O-ring. Also, make a note that NSN 5330-00-118-5519 brings a 
seal assembly that includes Items 9 and 10 in Fig 152.

MIRCS Air Filter NSN
Get a 14x20x1-in air filter element for 
your mobile integrated remains collection 
system (MIRCS) with NSN 4130-00-640-
5985. It replaces NSN 4130-01-582-6467, 
which is shown as Item 18 in Fig 23 of TM 
10-4110-263-23P (Dec 10). That NSN brings 
a 12x24x1-in filter that is too large.

621G Scraper Air Dryer Filter
In the past, you had to order the 621G scraper’s 
brake air dryer assembly, NSN 2510-01-602-
3753, to get a replacement desiccant filter. No 
longer. The filter is now available with NSN 
2530-01-650-9218, a savings of almost $790. 
Make a note until the filter is added in Fig 98 of 
TM 5-3805-298-24P.

Turn in Apache Connecting Links
If you have unserviceable AH-64 connecting links, 
NSN 3040-01-154-7056 (PN 1168851-101), lying 
around the hangar or in the back shops, turn 
them in to

Plant 7015/RIC B52, 
Corpus Christi Army Depot,
TX 78419 

For more information, contact Danielle Prude, 
DSN 746-6879, (256) 876-6879 or by email:

danielle.r.prude.civ@mail.mil

M119A3 VMS Bellows Coupling Kit
Need a new vehicle motion sensor (VMS) encoder bellows coupling for your M119A3 towed 
howitzer’s digital fire control (DFC) system? Order a VMS bellows coupling replacement kit with 
NSN 5999-01-661-7291. Note that the kit only fixes a damaged bellows coupling, not internal 
failures of the VMS itself. For more information, check out TACOM Maintenance Information 
Message 17-023 at:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MI17-023.html

Crewmen, WTR is the only 
grease authorized for your M1-
series tank. Order a 14-oz tube 
that works great with a grease 
gun with NSN 9150-01-262-
3358. Other sizes available are:

Ring Crimp NSN Update
Pages 40-41 in PS 774 (May 17) 
described a way to ensure your 
sight stays attached to your rifle 
and machine gun. But the NSN 
we listed for the ring crimp was 
off a digit. It should be NSN 
5940-00-143-4794.

120M Grader Tie Rod Boot NSN
If the rubber boot that protects your 120M grader’s tie rod 
is damaged, you currently have to order a new tie rod, NSN 
2530-01-579-8351 (left-hand) or NSN 2530-01-578-7395 
(right-hand), to replace it. No more! Get just the rubber 
boot with NSN 2520-01-617-9136. At $47, it’ll save you 
about $147 over the cost of a new tie rod. Make a note until 
the boot is added to Fig 83 of TM 5-3805-293-24P.

Apache Quadrant Parts 
Needed for Repair

Repair programs only work if you turn 
in unserviceable parts. To keep the 
repair program rolling and the parts 
you need available, check your area for 
critically needed Apache quadrant control 
assemblies, NSN 1680-01-375-0815 (PN 
7-311511176-7), and turn them in to:

Plant 7015/RIC B52
Corpus Christi Army Depot,
TX 78419

Turn In Apache IAFS Combo Pak
Mechanics, repair programs only work if you 
return unserviceable equipment. Check your area 
for any Apache internal auxiliary fuel system 
(IAFS) combo paks, NSN 1560-01-519-4248, (PN 
HM025-600-11), and turn them in to:

Plant 7015/RIC B52,
Corpus Christi Army Depot,
TX 78419

61

8 ounces
1 pound
5 pounds
35 pounds

Size

00-181-7724
00-944-8953
00-145-0268
00-935-5851

NSN 9150-
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somebody 
HELlLP ME!

The Equipment 
Operator’s Qualification 
Record is a permanent 
record that follows 

Soldiers when they PCS, 
ETS or retire.

I 
gotcha!
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